Java is typically compiled into an intermediate language, JVML, that is interpreted by the Java Virtual Machine. Because mobile JVML code is not always trusted, a bytecode verifier enforces static constraints that prevent various dynamic errors. Given the importance of the bytecode veriiier for security, its current descriptions are inadequate. This paper proposes using typing rules to describe the bytecode verifier because they are more precise than prose, clearer than code, and easier to reason about than either.
Bytecode verification and typing rules
The Java language is typically compiled into an intermediate language that is interpreted by the Java Virtual Machine (VM) [LY96] . This intermediate language, which we call JVML, is an object-oriented language similar to Java. Its features include packages, classes with single inheritance, and interfaces with multiple inheritance. However, unlike method bodies in Java, method bodies in JVML are sequences of bytecode instructions. These instructions are fairly high-level but, compared to the structured statements used in Java, they are more compact and easier to interpret.
JVML code is often shipped across networks to Java VMs embedded in web browsers and other applications. Mobile JVML code is not always trusted by the VM that receives it. Therefore, a bytecode veriiler enforces static constraints on mobile JVML code. These constraints rule out type errors (such as dereferencing an integer), access control violations (such as accessing a private method from outside its class), Permission to mnke digitnblxvd copies of all or part of this mnterial for personnl or classroom use is gmnred without fee provided that the copies ore not made or distributed for profit or commercinl advnntage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date nppear, and notice is given that copyright is by permission of the ACM. Inc. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servem or to redistribute to lists, requires specific pennission and/or fee. POPL 98 San Diego CA USA Copyright 1998 ACM O-89791-979319W Ol.ZS3.50 object initialization failmes (such as accessing a newly allocated object before its constructor has been called), and other dynamic errors. Figure 1 illustrates how bytecode verification fits into the larger picture of Java security. The figure represents trusted and untrusted code. At the base of the trusted code is the Java VM itself-including the bytecode verifier-plus the operating system, which provides access to privileged resources. On top of this base layer is the Java library, which provides controlled access to those privileged resources. Java security depends on the VM correctly interpreting JVML code, which in turn depends on the verifier rejecting illegal JVML code. If the verifier were broken but the rest of the VM assumed it was correct, then JVML code could behave in ways not anticipated by the Java library, circumventing the library's access controls.
Given its importance for security, current descriptions of the veriiler are deilcient. The official specification of the verifier is a all-page, prose description. Although good by the standards of prose, this description is ambiguous, imprecise, and hard to reason about. In addition to this specification, Sun distributes what could be considered a reference implementation of the verifier. As a description, this implementation is precise, but it is hard to understand and, like the prose description, is hard to reason about. Furthermore, the implementation disagrees with the prose description.
This paper proposes using typing rules to describe the verifier. Typing rules are more precise than prose, easier to understand than code, and they c&n be manipulated formelly. Such rules would give implementors of the verifier a systematic framework on which to base their code, increasing confidence in its correctness. Such rules would also give implementors of the rest of the VM an unambiguous statement of what they can and cannot assume about legal JVML code.
From a typing perspective, JVML is interesting in at least two respects:
l In JVML, a location can hold different types of values at different program points. This flexibility allows locations to be reused aggressively, allowing interpreters to save space. Thus, JVML contrasts with most typed Ianguages, in which a location has only one type throughout its scope.
l JVML has subroutines to help compilers generate compact code for Java try-finally statements. JVML subroutines are subsequences of the larger sequence of bytecode instructions that make up a method's body. The JVML instruction jsr jumps to the start of one of these subsequences, and the JVML instruction ret returns from one. Subroutines introduce two significant challenges to the design of the bytecode verifier: ensuring that ret is used in a well-structured manner, and supporting a certain kind of polymorphism. We describe these challenges in more detail in Section 2.
This paper addresses these typing problems. It defines a small subset of JVML, called JVMLO, presents a type system and a dynamic semantics for JVMLO, and proves the soundness of the type system with respect to the dynamic semantics. JVMLO includes only9 instructions, and ignores objects and several other features of JVML. This restricted scope allows us to focus on the challenges introducedby subroutines. Thus, our type system provides a precise, sound approach to bytecode verificatiouj and a rational reconstruction of a delicate part of Sun's bytecode verifier. We present the type system in three stages:
The first stage is a simplified version for a subset of JVMLO that excludes jsr and ret. This simplified version provides an introduction to our notation and approach, and illustrates how we give diEerent types to locations at diEerent program points.
The next stage considers all of JVMLO but uses a structured semantics for jsr and ret. This structured semantics has an explicit subroutine call stack for ensuring that subroutines are called on a last-in, first-out basis. In the context of this structured semantics, we show how to achieve the polymorphism desired for subroutines.
The last stage uses a stackless semantics for jsr and ret in which return addresses are stored in randomaccess memory. The stackless semantics is closer to Sun's. It admits more efficient implementations, but it does not dynamically enforce a last-in, first-out discipline on calls to subroutines. Because such a diicipline is needed for type safety, we show how to enforce it statically.
The next section describes JVML subroutines in more detail and summarizes our type system. Section 3 gives the syntax and an informal semantics for JVMLO. Sections 4-6 present our type system in the three stages outlined above.
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Section 7 states the main soundness theorem for our typo system. Sections 8 and 9 discuss related work, including Sun's bytecode verifier. Section 8 also considers how our type system could be extended to the full JVML. Section 10 concludes. Most formal cIaims and all proofs are omitted in thii summary.
2 Overview of JVML subroutines and our type system JVML subroutines are subsequences of a method's larger sequence of instructions; they behave like miniature procedures within a method body. Subroutines are used for compiling Java's try-finally statement. Consider,'for example, the Java method named bar at the top of Figure 2 . The try body can terminate in three ways: immediately when i does not equal 3, with an exception raised by the call to foe, or with an execution of tho return statement. In all cases, the compiler must guarantco that the code in the finally block is executed when tho try body terminates. Instead of replicating the finally code at each escape point, the compiler can put the finally codc ln a JVML subroutine. Compiled code for an escape from a try body executes a jsr to the subroutine containing the finally code. Figure 2 illustrates the use of subroutines for compiling try-Enally statements. It contains a possible result of compiling the method bar into JVML, putting the finally code in a subroutine in lines 13-X.
Figure 2 also introduces some of JVML's runtime structures. JVML bytecode instructions read and write three memory regions. The first region is an object heap shared by all method activations; the heap does not play a part in the example code of Figure 2 . The other two regions are private to each activation of a method. The first of these regions is the operand stack, which is intended to be used on a shortterm basis in the evaluation of expressions, For example, the instruction iconst-3 pushes the integer constant 3 onto this stack, while ireturn terminates the current method returning the integer at the top of the stack. The second region is a set of locations known as local uarkbles, which are intended to be used on a longer-term basis to hold V~UCS across expressions and statements (but not across method activations). Local variables are not operated on directly. 
: Examplecompilation oftry-finally into JVML
Rather, values in local variables are pushed onto the stack and values from the stack are popped into local variables via the load and store instructions respectively. For example, the instruction aloadpushes the object reference in loca1 variable 0 onto the operand stack, while the instruction istorepops the top value off the operand stack and saves it in local variable 2.
Subroutines pose two chahenges to the design of a type system for JVML:
l Polymorphism. Subroutines are polymorphic over the types of the locations they do not touch. For example, consider how variable 2 is used in Figure 2 . At the jsr on line 7, variable 2 contains an integer and is assumed to contain an integer when the subroutine returns. At the jsr on line 18, variable 2 contains a pointer to an ejrception object and is assumed to contain a pointer to an exception object when the subroutiine returns. Inside a subroutine, the type of a loCation such as variable 2 can depend on the call site of the subroutine.
(Subroutines are not parametric over the types of the locations they touch; the polymorphism of JVML is thus weaker than that of ML.)
l hst-in, fist-out behavior. In most languages, when a return statement in procedure P is executed, the dynamic semantics guarantees that contra1 will return to the point from which P was most recently called. The same is not true of JVML. The ret instruction takes a variable as a parameter and jumps to whatever address that variable contains. This semantics means that, unless adequate precautions are taken, the ret instruction can transfer control to almost anywhere. Using ret to jump to arbitrary places in a program is inimical to static typing, especially in the presence of polymorphism.
Our type system allows polymorphic subroutines and enforces last-in, first-out behavior. It consists of rules that reIate a program (a sequence of bytecode instructions) to static information about types and subroutines. This information maps each memory location of the VM to a type at each program point, identifies the instructions that make up subroutines, indicates the variables over which subroutines are polymorphic, and gives static approximations to the dynamic subroutine call stack.
Our type system guarantees the following properties for well-typed programs:
. . .
.
Type safe@. An instruction will never be given an operand stack with todfew values in it, or with values of the wrong type.
Program counter safety. Execution will not jump to undefined addresses.
Boesnded operand stack. The size of the operand stack wilI never grow beyond a static bound.
Syntax and informal semantics of JVMLO
In JVMLO, our restricted version of JVML, a program is a sequence of instructions:
We treat programs as partial maps from addresses to instructions. We write ADDR for the set of all addrcsscs. Addresses are very much like positive integers, and we use the constant 1 and the function + on addresses. However, to provide more structure to our semantics, we treat numbers and addresses as separate sets. When P is a program, wo write Dam(P) for the domain of P {its set of addresses). Wo assume that 1 f Dam(P) for every program P. In JVMLO, there are no classes, methods, or objects, There is no object heap, but there is an operand stack and a set of local variables. We write VAR for the set of names of local variables. Local variables and the operand stack both contain a&es. A value is either an integer or an address, JVMLO has only 9 instructions:
instmction ::= inc 1 pop 1 push0 ) 1~; z 1 store 2
;ptq ret x a where z ranges over VAR and L ranges over ADDR. Informally, these instructions behave as follows:
. The inc instruction increments the value at the top of the operand stack if that value is an integer. The pop instruction pops the top off the operand stack. The push0 instruction pushes the integer 0 onto the operand stack.
The load z instru:tion pushes the current valua of local variable x onto the operand stack. The stora z instruction pops the top value off the operand stack and stores it into local variable x.
The if L instruction pops the top value off the operand stack and either falls through when that value is tho integer 0 or jumps to L otherwise.
At address p, the jsr L instruction jumps to address 13 and pushes return address p + 1 onto the operand stack. The ret x instruction jumps to the address stored in x.
The halt instruction halts execution.
Semantics without subroutines
This section introduces our approach and some notation, It presents static and dynamic semantics for the subset of JVMLO that excludes jsr and ret.
We use (partial) maps extensively throughout this paper. When g is a map, Dam(g) is the domain.of g; for x E Dom(g>, g [x] is the value of g at x, and g(z +t v] is the map with the same domain as g defined by the following equation, for all y E Dona( We $eSne equality on maps as follows:
We often use maps with domain ADDR. WC call those maps vectors. When F is a vector and i is an address, WC may write Fi instead of F[i]. We
Dynamic semantics
We model a state of an execution as a tuple (pc, f, s), where pc is the program counter, f is the current state of local variables, and s is the current state of the operand stack.
l The program counter pc is an address, that is, an element of ADDR.
l The current state of local variables f is a total map from VAR to. the set of values.
l The current state of the stack s is a string of values. All executions start from states of the form (1, f, e}, where f is arbitrary and where E represents the empty stack. Figure 3 contains a small-step operational semantics for all instructions other than jsr and ret. Thii semantics relies on the judgement which means that program P can take one step from state {PC, f, s> to state (PC', f', s'). In Figure 3 (and in the rest of this paper), n matches only integers while v matches any value. Thus, for example, the pattern "n . s" represents a non-empty stack whose top element is an integer. Note that there is no rule for halt-execution stops when a halt instruction is reached. Execution may also stop as the result of a dynamic error, for example attempting to execute a pop instruction with an empty stack.
Static semantics
Our static semantics employs the following typing rules for values:
visavalue n is an integer K, L are addresses U:TOP n:
The type TOP inchrdes all vahres. The type INT is the type of integers. Types of the form (ret-from L) include all addresses. However, the typing rules for programs of Sections 5 and 6 make a more restricted use of address types, preserving strong invariants. As the syntax (ret-from L)
suggests, we use L as the name for the subroutine that starts at address L, and use (ret-from L) as the type of return addresses generated when L is called. 
For notational convenience, the vectors F and S are defined on all of ADDR even though P is not; Pj and Sj are dummy V~UIS for out-of-bounds j.
We have one rule for proving F, S b P:
=& s1= E

Vi E Dam(P). F, S, i f-P F,Sl-P
where E is the map that maps all variabtes to TOP and e is (as usual) the empty string. The first two hypotheses arc initiaI conditions; the third is a local judgement applied to each program point. Figure 4 has r&s for the local judgcment F,S,i I-P. These rules constrain F and S at point i by referring to Fj and Sj for all points j that are controlflow successors of i.
Structured semantics
This section shows how to handle jsr and ret, achieving the kind of polymorphism described in Section 2. To isolate the problem of polymorphism from the problem of ensuring that subroutines are used in a well-structured manner, this section presents what we cab the structured semantics for JVMLO. This semantics is structured in that it defines the semantics of jsr and ret in terms of an expIicit subroutine call stack. This section shows how to achieve polymorphism in the context of the structured semantics.
Dynamic semantics
In the structured semantics, we augment the state of an execution to include a subroutine cdl stack. This call stack holds the return addresses of subroutines that have been cahed but have not yet returned. We model this call stack as a string p of addresses. Thus, the state of an execution is now a four-tuple {pc, f, s, p). Figure 5 defines the structured dynamic semantics of JVMLO. The rules of Figure 5 use the subroutine call stack to communicate return addresses from jsr instructions to the corresponding ret instructions. Although ret takes an operand z, the structured dynamic semantics ignores this operand, simiIarly, the structured dynamic kernantics of jsr pushes the return address onto the operand stack as well ag onto the subroutine call stack. These definitions enable US to transfer the properties of the structured semantics of this section to the stacktess semantics of the next section,
Static semantics
The structured static semantics relies on a new typing judgc-
me&:
F,Sl-8 P This judgement is defined by the rule: Figure 6 contains rules for labeling subroutines. These rules do not permit subroutines to have multiple entry points, but they permit multiple exits. For some programs, more than one R may satisfy both RI = {I and the constraints of Figure 6 because the IabeIing of unreachable code is not unique. It is convenient to assume a canonical R for each program P, when one exists. (The particular choice of R does not matter.) We write Rp for this canonical R, and Rp,; for the value of Rp at address i.
Fl = E Vi E Dam(P). R, i I-P labeled
Vi E Dam(P). F,S,i l-8 P F,Si-a P
Much as in Section 5, the judgement
F,S,il-, P
imposes local constraints near program point i. For the instructions considered in Section 5 (that is, for all instructions but jsr and ret), the rules ace the same as in Figure 4 . Figure 7 contains ruks for jsr and ret. The elements of F need not be defined on al1 variables. For an address i inside a subroutine, the domain of Fi iududes only the variables that can be read and written inside that subroutine. The subroutine is polymorphic over variabks outside Dom(Fi).
Stackless semantics '
The remaining problem is to eliminate the explicit subroutine call stack of the previous section, using instead the 156 operand stack and local variables to communicate return addresses from a jsr to a ret. As discussed in Section 2, when the semantics of jsr and ret are defined in terms of the operand stack and local variables, uncontrolled use of ret combined with the polymorphism of subroutines is inimical to type safety. This section presents a static semantics that rules out problematic uses of ret. This static semantics restricts programs to operate as if an explicit subroutine call stack like the one from the previous section were present. In fact, the soundness argument for the stackless semantics relies on a simulation between the structured semantics and the stackless semantics. The static and dynamic semantics described in this section are closest to typical implementations of JVML. Thua, we consider these the official semantics of JVMLD.
Dynamic semantics
The stackless dynamic semantics consists of the rules of Figure 3 plus the rules for jsr and ret of Figure 8 . The jsr instruction pushes the return address onto the operand stack, To use this return address, a program must first pop it ,into a local variable and then reference that local variable in a ret instruction.
Static semantics
To define the stackless static semantics, we revise the rule for F, S l-P of Section 4. The new rule is:
Vi E Dom(P). C, i l-P strongly labeled Vi E Dam(P). F, S, i I-P
F,Sl-P
The new, auxiliary judgement C, i l-P strongly labeled constrains C to be an approximation of the subroutine call stack. Each element of C is a string of subroutine labels. C, i I-P strongly labeled
Ci is a subsequence of c C, i I-P strongly labeled
C, i I-P strongly labeled For each address i, the string Ci is a linearization of the subroutine call graph to i. Of course, such a linearization of the subroutine call graph exists only when the cab graph is acyclic, that is, when subroutines do not recurse. (We believe that we can prove our theorems while aliowing recursion, but disallowing recursion simplifies our proofs and agrees with Sun's specification [LY96, p. 124].) Figure 9 contains the rules for this new judgement, and Figure 10 gives an example; in this example, the order 4 and 7 could be reversed in Cl0 and CII.
Dom(Fc) E Dom(Fi)
As with R, more than one C may satisfy both Cl = E and the constraints in Figure 9 . We assume a canonical C for each program P, when one exists. We write Cp for this canonical C, and Cp,i for the value of Cp at address i. Programs that satisfy the constraints in Figure 9 also satisfy the constraints in Figure 6 ; we define Rp from Cp as folIows:
when Cp,i = E when Cp,i = L * c for some c Figure 11 contains the rules that define F, S, i I-P for jsr and ret; rules for other instructions are in Figure 4 . The rule for jsr L assigns the type (ret-from L) to the return address pushed onto the operand stack. This type wit1 propagate to any location into which this return address is stored, and it is checked by the following hypotheses in the rule for ret:
Typing return addresses helps ensure that the retmn address used by a subroutine L is a return address for L, not for some other subroutine. By itself, ensuring that the return address used by a subroutine L is a return address for L does not guarantee Iast-in, first-out behavior. One also has to ensure that the only return address for L available inside L is the most recent return address, not one tucked away during a previous invocation. This is achieved by the following hypotheses in the rule for jsr:
These hypotheses guarantee that the only value of type (ret-from L) available inside L is the most recent value of this type pushed by the jsr instruction. (These hypotheses might be redtindant for reachable code; we include them be&se onr rules apply also to unreachable code.) Except for the lines discussed above, the rules for jsr and rat are the same as those of the structured static semantics,
Soundness
Our main soundness theorem is:
Theorem 1 (Soundness) Given P, F, and S sucJa ihat This theorem says that if a computation stops, then it stops because it has reached a halt instruction, not because tha program counter has gone out of bounds or because a prccondition of an instruction does not hold. This theorem ~ISO says that the operand stack is well-typed when a computation stops. This last condition is important because, when a JVML method returns, its return value is on the operand stack One of the main lemmas in the proof of this theorem CStablishes a correspondence between the stackkss semantics and the structured semantics. The lemma relies on the de% nition of a relation between states of the stackless semantics and subroutine caU stacks. The lemma says that if F, S I-P and f I--(PC, f, 4 + Iv', f', 3') then, for all p related to {PC, f, s), there exists p' related to (PC', f', s'} such that
p k9 (PC, f, % PI + (PC', f'l s', P'>
This lemma enables us to obtain properties of the stackless semantics from properties of the simpler structured semantics. The full version of this paper contains additional results, for example implying a bound on the size of the operand stack. It also contains complete proofs.
Sun's rules
Sun has published two descriptions of the bytecode verifier, a prose specification and a reference implementation. This section compares our rules with both of these descriptions.
Scope
While our rules simply check static information, Sun's bytecode verifier infers that information. Inference may be important in practice, but only checking is crucial for type safety (and for security). It is therefore reasonable to study checking apart from inference.
JVML has around 200 instructions, while JVMLO has only 9. A rigorous treatment of most of the remaining JVML instructions should pose only minor problems. In particular, many of these instructions are for well understood, arithmetic operations; small difficulties may arise because of their exceptions and other idiosyncrasies. The other instructions (around 20) concern objects and concurrency. Their rigorous treatment would require significant additions to our semantics-for example, a model of the heap. Fortunately, some of these additions are well understood in the context of higher-level, typed languages. Stephen Frermd (in collaboration with John Mitchell and with us) is currently extending our rules to the full JVML.
Technical differences
Our rules differ from Sun's reference implementation iu the handling of recursive subroutines. Sun's specification disallows recursive subroutines, as do our rules, but Sun's reference implementation allows recursion in certain cases. We believe that recursion is sound in the sense that it does not introduce security holes. However, recursion is an uunecessary complication since it is not useful for compiling Java. Therefore, we believe that the specification should continue to disallow recursion and that the reference implementation should he corrected.
Our rules deviate from Sun's specification and reference implementation in a few respects. l Sun's rules forbid load 2 when z is uninitialized or holds a return address. Our rules are more general without compromising soundness.
l Sun's rules allow at most one ret instruction per subroutine, while our rules allow an arbitrary number.
l Our rules allow ret to return only from the most recent call, while Sun's rules allow ret to return from calls further up the subroutine call stack. Adding this flexibility to our rules would complicate the structured semantics, but it should not be difficult.
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Finally, our rules differ from Sun's reference implementation on a couple of other points. Sun's specification is ambiguous on these points and, therefore, does not provide guidance.
l Sun's reference implementation does not constrain unreachable code. Our rules put constraints on all code. Changing our rules to ignore unreachable code would not require fundamental changes.
l When it comes to identifying what subroutine au instruction belongs to, our rules are more restrictive than the rules implicit in Sun's reference implementation.
The flexibility of Sun's reference implementation is important for compiling finally clauses that can throw exceptions. Changing our rules to capture Sun's approach would not be difficult, but changing our soundness proof to support this approach may be.
Other related work
In addition to Sun's, there exist several implementations of the bytecode verifier. Only recently has there been any systematic attempt to understand all these implementations. In particular, the Kimera project has tested several implementations, pointing out some mistakes and discrepancies [SMB97] . We take a complementary approach, based on rigorous reasoning rather than on testing. Both rigorous reasoning aud testing may affect our confidence in bytecode verification. While testing does not provide an adequate replacement for precise specifications and proofs, it is a costeffective way to find certain flaws and oddities. More broadly, there have been several other implementations of the Java VM. Of particular interest is a partial implementation developed at Comput'ational Logic, Inc. [Coh97] . This implementation is defensive, in the sense that it includes strong (and expensive) dynamic checks, removing the need for bytecode verification. The implementation is written in a formal language, and is intended as a model rather than for production use. Ultimately, one may hope to prove that the defensive implementation is equivalent to an aggressive implementation plus a sound bytecode verifier (perhaps one based on our rules).
There have also been typed intermediate languages other than JVML. Several have been developed for ML and Haskell pIC97]. We discuss the TIL intermediate languages [Mor95, MT@961 as representative examples. The TIL intermediate languages provide static guarantees similar to those of JVML. Although these languages have sophisticated type systems, they do not include an analogue to JVML subroutines; instead, they include constructs as high-level as Java's try-finally statement. Therefore, the main problems addressed in this paper do not arise in the context of TIL.
Finally, the literature contains many proofs of type soundness for higher-level languages, and in particular proofs for a fragment of Java fDE97, Sym97]. Those proofs have not had to deal with JVML peculiarities (in particular, with subroutines); nevertheless, their techniques may be helpful in extending our work to the full JVML.
In summary, there has not been much work closely related to ours. We do not find this surprising, given that the handling of subroutines is one of the most original parts of the bytecode verifier; it was not derived from prior papers or systems [ye197]. However, interest in the formal treatment of bytecode verification seems to be mounting; several approaches are currentIy being pursued {Qia%', Sar97].
[SymS?] Don Syme. Proving Java type soundness, Technical Report 427, University of Cambridge Computer Laboratory, June 1997.
Conclusions.
[TIC971 ACM SIGPLAN Workshop on Types in Compilation (TIC97). June 1997. The bytecode verifier is an important part of the Java VM, through static checks, it helps reconcile safety tith efficiency. Common descriptions of the bytecode verifier are ambiguous and contradictory. This paper suggests the use of a type system as an alternative to those descriptions. It explores the viability of this suggestion by developing a sound type system for a subset of JVML. This subset, despite its small size, is interesting because it includes JVML subroutines, a source of substantial difficulty in the design of a type system.
Our results so far support the hypothesis that a type system is a good fvay to describe the bytecode verifier. Significant problems remain, such as handling objects and concurrency, and scaling up to the full JVML. Holvever, we believe that these problems will be no harder than those posed by subroutines, and that a complete type system for JVML could be both tractable and useful. 
